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Europe's smartest criminal,versus America's best spy.And then there's poor Emily,stuck in
between.Imagine THE DAY OF THE JACKAL meets BRIDGET JONES’S
DIARY._______________________________"Wow! Jack Reacher move over. Kyle Achilles is
on the job." --Ann Burgund"I loved this novella. It started out fast and never stopped." --Margaret
Lovett"Easy to read, and hard to put down." --Todd
Simpson_______________________________Rumor has it there's a Russian you can turn to if
you're very rich, and need dirty deeds done without a trace. The CIA calls him Ivan the Ghost
because he's operated for years without leaving a trail or revealing his face.Until now.For the first
time in history, Ivan appears to have slipped. The CIA's new director sets Agent Kyle Achilles on
an intercept course, surveilling the daughter of a British politician. Then Ivan pulls off a masterful
con, and Emily vanishes.With Emily's life, his career, and America's reputation at stake, Achilles
partners with an unlikely new agent he meets in France. Together they attempt to get one step
ahead of the legendary Russian, while rubbing elbows with the ultra-rich in a high-tech
international chase."Tim Tigner is fast becoming one of my all time favorites!" --Ronald
Spunt___________________________________________PLEASE NOTE: WITH 28
CHAPTERS, THIS NOVELLA IS ABOUT 1/3 THE SIZE OF THE AUTHOR'S OTHER
THRILLERS___________________________________________Dear Reader,If you enjoy
David Baldacci, Lee Child, Tom Clancy, Nelson DeMille, Ken Follett, Vince Flynn, James
Patterson, Daniel Silva, or Brad Thor, odds are you'll be smiling a few pages into my books as
well.Care to try before you buy? No problem. You can download one my thrillers for free at
timtigner.com.Need help putting the kids through college? I can appreciate that. I have a couple
of my own. I'm not in a position to help you with tuition yet, but I can provide days of delightful
distraction for the price of a cup of coffee, and kind reviews will get good karma sent your
way.Thanks for your kind
consideration,Tim___________________________________________Ebook Library named
Tim Tigner an All-Star Author in December, 2017 and every month since for being one of the
most popular authors in Kindle Unlimited.His books are recommended for fans of David
Baldacci, Lee Child’s Jack Reacher, Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan, Nelson DeMille’s John Corey,
Vince Flynn’s Mitch Rapp, Mark Greaney’s Gray Man, Gregg Hurwitz’s Orphan X, Robert
Ludlum’s Jason Bourne, John Sandford’s Lucas Davenport, Daniel Silva’s Gabriel Allon, Brad
Taylor’s Pike Logan, Brad Thor’s Scot Harvath, and Dan Brown’s Robert Langdon.

"She didn't write it. She wrote it but she shouldn't have. She wrote it but look what she wrote
about. She wrote it but she isn't really an artist, and it isn't really art. She wrote it but she had
help. She wrote it but she's an anomaly. She wrote it BUT..." How to Suppress Women's Writing



is a meticulously researched and humorously written "guidebook" to the many ways women and
other "minorities" have been barred from producing written art. In chapters entitled
"Prohibitions," "Bad Faith," "Denial of Agency," Pollution of Agency," "The Double Standard of
Content," "False Categorization," "Isolation," "Anomalousness," "Lack of Models," Responses,"
and "Aesthetics" Joanna Russ names, defines, and illustrates those barriers to art-making we
may have felt but which tend to remain unnamed and thus insolvable. With the apparent
proliferation of women writers in the last decade, is this book still relevant? Ask yourself how
many women you know who are trying to make art? And how many find the time, resources, and
support to succeed? So long as poverty, lack of leisure, and sexism - those "powerful, informal
prohibitions against committing art" - exist, How to Suppress Women's Writing remains timely. --
For great reviews of books for girls, check out Let's Hear It for the Girls: 375 Great Books for
Readers 2-14. -- From 500 Great Books by Women; review by Jesse LarsenReview"A quirky,
irreverent, iconoclastic, idiosyncratic piece of work. It catalogues all the various attitudinal
problems and misconceptions ...that allow us to disregard or even discard the artistic
productions of women. By defining these patterns so clearly and succinctly, Russ holds a mirror
before us a mirror in which we can see ourselves anew." (Annette Kolodny)"A book of the most
profound and original clarity. Like all clear-sighted people who look and see what has been
much mystified and much lied about, Russ is quite excitingly subversive. The study of literature
should never be the same again . . ." (Marge Piercy)"Extraordinary and original ...feminist literary
criticism rarely explores the social context in which literature is selected for posterity. This, Russ
does persuasively, movingly, and in the finest of critical traditions." (Phyllis Chesler)From the
Back CoverIf certain people are not suppose to have the ability to produce 'great' literature, and
if this supposition is one of the means used to keep such people in their place, the ideal situation
(socially speaking) is one in which such people are prevented from producing any literature at
all.About the AuthorNebula Award-winning writer Joanna Russ (1937-2011) was the author of
such popular novels as The Female Man, We Who Are About To, and On Strike Against
God.Read more
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Chasing IvanTim TignerFor Elena. Here we go again, my love…1Hanging OutI LOVE
CLIMBING. Give me a cliff face and a bag of climbing chalk and I’ll be whistling all the way to the
top. But I had no chalk today. No cliff face either. I was 200 feet up one of London’s famous
residential towers, clinging to the weathered stone in a dove gray business suit.For the last eight
weeks, I’d been tailing a couple of people while waiting for a legend to strike. That legend was a
Russian criminal mastermind known as Ivan the Ghost, a man so skilled in the art of invisibility,
his very existence was in doubt. The CIA’s new director had learned that Ivan was planning to rig
the upcoming London mayoral election by forcing the leading candidate to withdraw. Director
Rider was eager to exploit this rare intelligence coup to score political points and eliminate Ivan.
Permanently and covertly. That was where I came in, as a member of the CIA’s Special
Operations Group. Ivan didn’t use guns or gangsters, and he never left a trail or trace. He
concocted elaborate schemes — traps that caught his victims unaware and kept them silent.
Creative coercions and invisible operations were his trademarks, his sources of pride and
fame.We expected Ivan to strike at the mayoral candidate through one of two relatives, either his
daughter Emily, or his brother Evan. But that was just a guess. Still, we were thrilled that for once,
for the first time, we just might be one step ahead of The Ghost.“Have you got eyes on him yet?”
Oscar asked.Oscar Pincus, my control back at Langley, was sporadically monitoring the
situation via my earpiece. Oscar had just joined the Agency. A pet placed in a plum role by a new
director more concerned with influence than competence. Oscar and I had both become excited
when our electronic surveillance picked up Evan lying to his office manager about an
appointment we knew he didn’t have. Our hearts really started racing when he slipped away to
an apartment on the nineteenth floor of the luxury residence to which I now clung. Our hope and
expectation was that his clandestine meeting was part of a cleverly construed trap arranged by
Ivan. “I made it up to nineteen. Now I just have to climb over to unit B.”“So that’s a no. Ivan’s
finally about to strike, and we’re blind.” I didn’t reply. I didn’t have time for Oscar right now. My
current position was more than physically precarious. The British government didn’t know I was
here. In fact, I’d be screwed if they found out. Indoctrination into the SOG came with the warning
that the US government will disavow agents to avoid embarrassment. Disavow.What a term.It’s
the grown-up equivalent to shrugging. But then that’s politics, which resembles espionage, in
that it revolves around lies. The difference, incidentally, is that spies don’t smile while lying.I got a
grip on the rail of the nineteenth-floor balcony, and began sliding left, hand to hand. I kept my
legs raised out to the side as I went. That way, the residents of the eighteenth floor wouldn’t see
them dangling while enjoying the view over afternoon tea. It was a clear day, so from that altitude
I could see the city skyscrapers to the south, and the sun reflecting off The Regent’s Park
boating lake to the west. Theoretically, that meant millions of people could see me as well. Good
thing I was wearing gray. With forty meters to cover and not a second to spare, my hands slipped
into a familiar climbing rhythm. Quick but cautious. As a free-solo enthusiast, I was used to



climbing without ropes or tools. The business suit, however, was working against me. It bottled in
heat, which brought on the enemy. It wasn’t only job interviews where sweaty palms could be
deadly. The fresh pigeon poop wasn’t helping either.I’d just rounded the corner when
crescendoing screams from the balcony below shattered the still air. “Oh my God! Oh my God!
Oh my God! William! William!” Looking down as my heart regained its normal rhythm, I saw that
the afternoon sun had cast my shadow in the wrong place at the wrong time. A silver-haired
woman stared back at me, her mouth agape and her eyes bugged wide, watering the floor rather
than her geraniums. I always tried to smile in the face of adversity. In this case the smile was
literal. “It’s okay, luv,” I said, invoking a gentlemanly British accent. “I slipped, but caught myself.”I
pulled myself up onto the balcony above her with a couple of quick, fluid moves, and then
peered back over to reassure her. “No worries. I’m quite safe now, luv.” As I ducked back, I heard
her speaking to somebody. Then an elderly male voice said, “I’m calling the police.” Bloody hell.
The response time to an intruder alert at a posh place like this would be minutes. I dropped to
the balcony floor and began a rapid low-crawl toward unit 19-B. Looking over my right shoulder
through the glass wall of the flat I’d just invaded, I spotted a pigtailed girl playing with colorful
figurines. She was seated facing the kitchen, where her mother was busy chopping vegetables.
If her mom looked up, the police would get another frantic call and I’d likely end up playing aerial
hide-and-seek with a helicopter.I made it to the wall that separated my current location from
Evan’s without drawing her eye. While that was good news, the barrier before me was not. The
architect had made it virtually impossible for even the bold and the brave to use the balconies to
hop between flats. I was going to have to go back over the rail and shimmy along the edge again.
But I’d have to do it between floors nineteen and twenty this time since the couple on eighteen
was likely watching their window, anxiously anticipating more excitement.Still praying that the
girl’s mother wouldn’t look up from her knife, I climbed onto the balcony rail, braced myself with
my left hand against the wall, and mapped out my jump. To reach the lip of the balcony above, I
was going to have to spring up about two feet and back about one. The vertical jeopardy that
jump presented would paralyze most people, but competitive climbers are a different breed.
We’re born with the ability to disconnect the acrophobia circuit and operate in the air as if on the
ground. Put another way, a jump from a ledge is just a jump, if one doesn’t think about the drop.I
gave my palms a good wipe on my thighs. Then I crouched down, breathed deep, and rocketed
up, my arms swinging into it and adding momentum as my legs exploded and my eyes locked on
target. Oscar’s voice sounded in my ear. “Whom were you talking to?”The jolt knocked me off
balance, just a bit, but enough that correcting it cost me power. My grasp came up a quarter-inch
short of the ornamental lip, with my fingertips barely grazing its edge.Now I was thinking about
that drop.As my upward momentum began the rapid transition to a downward plummet, I
seesawed my shoulders, thrusting my right arm up while dipping my left. This practiced move
added precisely two-and-a-quarter inches to my extension, enough to get the last digit of two
fingers over the lip in time. The moment they touched, I cleared my mind of all other thought. I
became those two fingertips, rooting in and holding fast. I remained in that meditative state until



the rest of my body stabilized like a coat hanging from a hook. Then, with a slow and steady
exhale, I brought my thumb up to crimp the hold, and pulled my left arm up beside its twin.“Hold
on, Oscar,” I said, hoping he’d appreciate the need for my focus to be elsewhere. That wasn’t a
given. Oscar had about as much experience in the field as I had managing public relations.
Zero.After a couple of deep breaths, I resumed the hand-to-hand swinging shuffle toward 19-B,
still focusing on my fingers but with my ears also primed for the sound of sirens. A few seconds
later, I swung my legs forward and dropped onto the proper balcony, relieved and ready for more
conventional action.A fortuitous gap in the bedroom’s beige curtains beckoned, and I advanced
with caution. I peered through at waist-level and saw them immediately. Evan and his secret date
were naked on the bed.Bad news.Even in her state of undress, I had no problem identifying the
petite redhead. Sarah Simms was a weather girl at one of the local TV stations. Crap.This wasn’t
Ivan’s trap. There was no leverage here. Evan was divorced, and Sarah had just appeared on
one of the social rags’ Most Eligible lists. “False alarm,” I said to Oscar. “Not a teenage boy?”
Oscar asked.“Or a Mafia wife.”“Drugs?”“I can’t be certain without breaching, but I think we can
assume that Evan is purely testosterone driven. She’s hot. A local weather girl.”“I dated a
weather girl once,” Oscar said. As he continued with a sexual pun, my phone vibrated an alert. I
heard a simultaneous beep on Oscar’s end. “What is it?” I asked him.“Tonight’s the night of
Emily’s big date, right? Her first encounter with the mysterious Andreas she won’t stop talking
about?”“That’s right.”“Well, her phone just went dead.”2ForeplayEMILY YELPED as her cell
phone flew from her grasp and sailed out over the boating lake. Rubbing the back of her hand
while the oblivious bike messenger zipped on to some northwest London business address, she
watched her phone land flat on the still water. For a joyful second, it looked as if it was going to
float, but as Emily plunged in after it like a Labrador chasing a stick, her phone went under. By
the time she’d snatched it from the lake the display had gone blank. Probably not a good sign,
she figured.Still standing thigh-deep in murky water, she pulled off the protective cover and
began shaking it like a maraca, trying to expel water from the speakers and ports, while
passersby looked on sympathetically.“Don’t turn it on!” a red-haired boy of middle-school years
yelled from the path. “Give it a couple of days to dry out first. Maybe you’ll get lucky.”“Bake it on
low in the oven,” his freckled friend added. “That will help.”She gave them a kind nod.
“Thanks.”Would Jen think she’d hung up on her? Emily wondered. Possibly. They’d been at it
again over Andreas. Her best friend had been cautioning her for the hundredth time not to get
her hopes up, while Emily reasserted her certainty that he wouldn’t turn out to be a gold digger
like the others. Emily had argued that Andreas didn’t know her last name. Therefore, he didn’t
know who her father was, and thus he wouldn’t have any ulterior motives. Plus, he just felt
different. He felt perfect — as if he’d been designed with her tastes and interests in mind. In any
case, she’d find out for sure in just a few hours. After two months of online dating, of long emails,
and shared secrets, and rising expectations, they were finally going to meet. She’d been thinking
about little else for weeks.Emily was determined not to let either Jen’s cautionary words or a
ruined phone spoil her mood. Life only gave you so many magical moments. No sense ruining



them with mundane worries. She slipped the phone and cover into her purse, and continued her
walk north across the park toward her favorite grocer. Her soggy sandals slapped the pavement
with each step, while the water soaking her yoga pants slowly worked its way up toward her
crotch. She’d wash both as soon as she got home to get the lake smell out. Her block of flats,
Palace Place, wasn’t nearly as regal as its name, but it did have a nice lobby. Comfortable chairs
in a window alcove. Decent original oils on the walls. Various English seascapes painted by
widow Cooper in 3B. The white cliffs of Dover. The beach at West Wittering. Sunset over the Isle
of Wight. Mrs. Cooper had been updating them over time as her skill increased, and now the
familiar sight of them was as welcoming as a wink and a smile. Emily winced as the shopping
bag shifted while she reached for the handle on the lobby door. The back of her hand was tender
where the messenger’s backpack had whacked it. She hoped it wouldn’t bruise and look ugly for
Andreas.“Let me help you with that,” came a voice from behind as a long arm reached past and
opened the front door. “After you.”For a second Emily thought the gentleman might be Andreas,
his earliness expressing the eagerness she felt. Dressed in a summer-weight gray suit, he was
tall and athletic and about thirty. Check, check, and check. The thick, dark hair wasn’t styled the
same as in her suitor’s profile picture, but hairstyles changed. This man’s eyes were the same
sparkling blue that had captured her attention. He also had the high Slavic cheekbones. The
match was six for six when a distinct chin dimple ruled the gentleman out. She felt a stab of
disappointment, but said, “Thank you.” Emily checked her postbox while he brushed past with a
bow of his head before disappearing up the stairs. She was sure he wasn’t a resident. Probably
Justine’s latest. Emily hoped Justine would see Andreas when he arrived. Let her be the jealous
one for once. The knock came as Emily was putting the last of her purchases in the refrigerator.
Again her mind leapt to an early arrival. She reached for her cell to check the time only to be
greeted by a black screen. The clock on the microwave showed 1:48. Andreas wasn’t due to
pick her up for another four hours. She slipped off her soggy sandals and crept to the
peephole. The man on the other side of the door doffed a chauffeur’s cap with a white-gloved
hand as she darkened the lens. What in the world? Was her father up to something, or more
likely, his slippery campaign manager?She opened the door. “Yes?”“Hello, Emily. I’m Michael.
Andreas sent me.”She wasn’t sure how to respond to that, and Michael continued before she
decided.“I’m afraid he won’t be able to make it this evening.”3Hanging OutEMILY FELT her eyes
start to tear as her heart sank. Not again.Not Andreas too.Every time she got her hopes up, they
were dashed. Every time. Andreas had seemed so different, but Jen had been right. Well, at
least it was a classy letdown. She didn’t know he was wealthy — on top of everything else. More
salt for her wound. “Thanks for letting me know.” The chauffeur didn’t move.Was she supposed
to tip this guy?“Andreas was hoping you could join him instead.”“What?”“He’s stuck out of town.
He’d love you to join him. He’s really been looking forward to meeting you. Honestly, I’ve never
seen him so smitten.”Emily felt her chest reinflate as a smile lifted her cheeks to the sky. “Where
is he?”“About three hours from here. We’ll need to leave right away. The limo is out front.”The
limo is out front. How many times had that phrase passed through her fanciful mind as a



schoolgirl imagining her Prince Charming? What was this guy’s name? Had he said Michael?
Feeling disoriented but brushing aside her own queries for now, she said, “I’m nowhere near
ready. Look at me.”“You look lovely, and besides, you’ll have plenty of time to get yourself
together on the plane.”“The plane?”“Just grab your passport. Andreas has arranged for
everything else.”“What does that mean?” She spoke without thinking, and immediately feared
that she’d sounded rude. In response, Michael just smiled.She began to wonder if the bicycle
messenger had hit her head as well as her hand. Perhaps she was in a coma, dreaming all of
this. If she was, she hoped she’d make it to the happy ending before waking. If she wasn’t, would
she be crazy to consider this extraordinary proposition? She knew what Jen would say. Jen
would bring up all kinds of horror stories about murders and kidnappings. Emily didn’t want to
hear it, but figured she should at least let Jen know what was happening. She’d make it a quick
call.Reaching for her phone, she again remembered the lake. She didn’t have a phone, or even a
number without access to her electronic address book.As she was contemplating this twist to
her unbelievable predicament, Michael raised his left hand, presenting a small pizza box made
of black leather. He held it there for a second to let her suspense build, then he pulled back the
lid to reveal a necklace that glowed like a spring morning. A magnificent golden sun pendant on
a platinum rope. The ends of the rope fed through a large platinum moon clasp, and wrapped
around a matching pair of earrings — a golden sun, and a platinum moon. “Andreas said you’d
know the significance.”She did. It was her favorite line of poetry, a line he’d referenced in one of
their early emails. Tears started streaming down her cheeks as she recited the line. “Tell me the
story about how the Sun loved the Moon so much he died every night to let her breathe.”She
reached out with both hands to lift the necklace from the box, fearing that she was about to pop
the illusion. It was heavier than she’d expected, and by far the most beautiful piece of jewelry
she’d ever touched. Clearly a different caliber from anything else in her modest box. She wasn’t
even certain how to work the fancy clasp.“May I assist you?” Michael asked, holding out his free
hand.“Why don’t you come in,” Emily said, backing into her woefully humble flat. Michael
followed and she turned her back to him, lifting her chestnut ponytail while watching him in the
wall mirror beside the door.“The special clasp makes the length fully adjustable. I think that’s
about right. What do you think?”Emily swapped out her simple gold earrings for the celestial
bodies, and dropped her arms to admire the complete package. “I think it’s perfect. I don’t know
what to say. I really need to change before we go. Although I’m not sure I have anything that will
do them justice.”“That’s all been taken care of.”Overwhelmed by the situation, she again spoke
without thinking. “How is that possible? Andreas and I talked about a lot of things, but my dress
size wasn’t one of them.”“Your shoe size either, I expect, but then Andreas is a resourceful man.
We really do need to be going.”Emily didn’t want to get too analytical for fear she’d ruin
everything. She had a choice to make. A simple yes or no decision, and yet as complicated as
any she’d made. She felt stuck and was frustrated with her own indecisiveness when the back of
her mind kicked out a trick her mother had taught her way back when. The right move became
obvious when framed with the right question. She asked herself what she would be feeling an



hour from now, if she said no. “Give me two minutes to slip on some dry jeans.”Chasing IvanTim
TignerChasing IvanTim TignerFor Elena. Here we go again, my love…For Elena. Here we go
again, my love…1Hanging OutI LOVE CLIMBING. Give me a cliff face and a bag of climbing
chalk and I’ll be whistling all the way to the top. But I had no chalk today. No cliff face either. I was
200 feet up one of London’s famous residential towers, clinging to the weathered stone in a dove
gray business suit.For the last eight weeks, I’d been tailing a couple of people while waiting for a
legend to strike. That legend was a Russian criminal mastermind known as Ivan the Ghost, a
man so skilled in the art of invisibility, his very existence was in doubt. The CIA’s new director had
learned that Ivan was planning to rig the upcoming London mayoral election by forcing the
leading candidate to withdraw. Director Rider was eager to exploit this rare intelligence coup to
score political points and eliminate Ivan. Permanently and covertly. That was where I came in, as
a member of the CIA’s Special Operations Group. Ivan didn’t use guns or gangsters, and he
never left a trail or trace. He concocted elaborate schemes — traps that caught his victims
unaware and kept them silent. Creative coercions and invisible operations were his trademarks,
his sources of pride and fame.We expected Ivan to strike at the mayoral candidate through one
of two relatives, either his daughter Emily, or his brother Evan. But that was just a guess. Still, we
were thrilled that for once, for the first time, we just might be one step ahead of The Ghost.“Have
you got eyes on him yet?” Oscar asked.Oscar Pincus, my control back at Langley, was
sporadically monitoring the situation via my earpiece. Oscar had just joined the Agency. A pet
placed in a plum role by a new director more concerned with influence than competence. Oscar
and I had both become excited when our electronic surveillance picked up Evan lying to his
office manager about an appointment we knew he didn’t have. Our hearts really started racing
when he slipped away to an apartment on the nineteenth floor of the luxury residence to which I
now clung. Our hope and expectation was that his clandestine meeting was part of a cleverly
construed trap arranged by Ivan. “I made it up to nineteen. Now I just have to climb over to unit
B.”“So that’s a no. Ivan’s finally about to strike, and we’re blind.” I didn’t reply. I didn’t have time for
Oscar right now. My current position was more than physically precarious. The British
government didn’t know I was here. In fact, I’d be screwed if they found out. Indoctrination into
the SOG came with the warning that the US government will disavow agents to avoid
embarrassment. Disavow.What a term.It’s the grown-up equivalent to shrugging. But then that’s
politics, which resembles espionage, in that it revolves around lies. The difference, incidentally,
is that spies don’t smile while lying.I got a grip on the rail of the nineteenth-floor balcony, and
began sliding left, hand to hand. I kept my legs raised out to the side as I went. That way, the
residents of the eighteenth floor wouldn’t see them dangling while enjoying the view over
afternoon tea. It was a clear day, so from that altitude I could see the city skyscrapers to the
south, and the sun reflecting off The Regent’s Park boating lake to the west. Theoretically, that
meant millions of people could see me as well. Good thing I was wearing gray. With forty meters
to cover and not a second to spare, my hands slipped into a familiar climbing rhythm. Quick but
cautious. As a free-solo enthusiast, I was used to climbing without ropes or tools. The business



suit, however, was working against me. It bottled in heat, which brought on the enemy. It wasn’t
only job interviews where sweaty palms could be deadly. The fresh pigeon poop wasn’t helping
either.I’d just rounded the corner when crescendoing screams from the balcony below shattered
the still air. “Oh my God! Oh my God! Oh my God! William! William!” Looking down as my heart
regained its normal rhythm, I saw that the afternoon sun had cast my shadow in the wrong place
at the wrong time. A silver-haired woman stared back at me, her mouth agape and her eyes
bugged wide, watering the floor rather than her geraniums. I always tried to smile in the face of
adversity. In this case the smile was literal. “It’s okay, luv,” I said, invoking a gentlemanly British
accent. “I slipped, but caught myself.”I pulled myself up onto the balcony above her with a couple
of quick, fluid moves, and then peered back over to reassure her. “No worries. I’m quite safe now,
luv.” As I ducked back, I heard her speaking to somebody. Then an elderly male voice said, “I’m
calling the police.” Bloody hell. The response time to an intruder alert at a posh place like this
would be minutes. I dropped to the balcony floor and began a rapid low-crawl toward unit 19-B.
Looking over my right shoulder through the glass wall of the flat I’d just invaded, I spotted a
pigtailed girl playing with colorful figurines. She was seated facing the kitchen, where her mother
was busy chopping vegetables. If her mom looked up, the police would get another frantic call
and I’d likely end up playing aerial hide-and-seek with a helicopter.I made it to the wall that
separated my current location from Evan’s without drawing her eye. While that was good news,
the barrier before me was not. The architect had made it virtually impossible for even the bold
and the brave to use the balconies to hop between flats. I was going to have to go back over the
rail and shimmy along the edge again. But I’d have to do it between floors nineteen and twenty
this time since the couple on eighteen was likely watching their window, anxiously anticipating
more excitement.Still praying that the girl’s mother wouldn’t look up from her knife, I climbed onto
the balcony rail, braced myself with my left hand against the wall, and mapped out my jump. To
reach the lip of the balcony above, I was going to have to spring up about two feet and back
about one. The vertical jeopardy that jump presented would paralyze most people, but
competitive climbers are a different breed. We’re born with the ability to disconnect the
acrophobia circuit and operate in the air as if on the ground. Put another way, a jump from a
ledge is just a jump, if one doesn’t think about the drop.I gave my palms a good wipe on my
thighs. Then I crouched down, breathed deep, and rocketed up, my arms swinging into it and
adding momentum as my legs exploded and my eyes locked on target. Oscar’s voice sounded in
my ear. “Whom were you talking to?”The jolt knocked me off balance, just a bit, but enough that
correcting it cost me power. My grasp came up a quarter-inch short of the ornamental lip, with
my fingertips barely grazing its edge.Now I was thinking about that drop.As my upward
momentum began the rapid transition to a downward plummet, I seesawed my shoulders,
thrusting my right arm up while dipping my left. This practiced move added precisely two-and-a-
quarter inches to my extension, enough to get the last digit of two fingers over the lip in time. The
moment they touched, I cleared my mind of all other thought. I became those two fingertips,
rooting in and holding fast. I remained in that meditative state until the rest of my body stabilized



like a coat hanging from a hook. Then, with a slow and steady exhale, I brought my thumb up to
crimp the hold, and pulled my left arm up beside its twin.“Hold on, Oscar,” I said, hoping he’d
appreciate the need for my focus to be elsewhere. That wasn’t a given. Oscar had about as
much experience in the field as I had managing public relations. Zero.After a couple of deep
breaths, I resumed the hand-to-hand swinging shuffle toward 19-B, still focusing on my fingers
but with my ears also primed for the sound of sirens. A few seconds later, I swung my legs
forward and dropped onto the proper balcony, relieved and ready for more conventional action.A
fortuitous gap in the bedroom’s beige curtains beckoned, and I advanced with caution. I peered
through at waist-level and saw them immediately. Evan and his secret date were naked on the
bed.Bad news.Even in her state of undress, I had no problem identifying the petite redhead.
Sarah Simms was a weather girl at one of the local TV stations. Crap.This wasn’t Ivan’s trap.
There was no leverage here. Evan was divorced, and Sarah had just appeared on one of the
social rags’ Most Eligible lists. “False alarm,” I said to Oscar. “Not a teenage boy?” Oscar
asked.“Or a Mafia wife.”“Drugs?”“I can’t be certain without breaching, but I think we can assume
that Evan is purely testosterone driven. She’s hot. A local weather girl.”“I dated a weather girl
once,” Oscar said. As he continued with a sexual pun, my phone vibrated an alert. I heard a
simultaneous beep on Oscar’s end. “What is it?” I asked him.“Tonight’s the night of Emily’s big
date, right? Her first encounter with the mysterious Andreas she won’t stop talking
about?”“That’s right.”“Well, her phone just went dead.”1Hanging OutI LOVE CLIMBING. Give me
a cliff face and a bag of climbing chalk and I’ll be whistling all the way to the top. But I had no
chalk today. No cliff face either. I was 200 feet up one of London’s famous residential towers,
clinging to the weathered stone in a dove gray business suit.For the last eight weeks, I’d been
tailing a couple of people while waiting for a legend to strike. That legend was a Russian criminal
mastermind known as Ivan the Ghost, a man so skilled in the art of invisibility, his very existence
was in doubt. The CIA’s new director had learned that Ivan was planning to rig the upcoming
London mayoral election by forcing the leading candidate to withdraw. Director Rider was eager
to exploit this rare intelligence coup to score political points and eliminate Ivan. Permanently and
covertly. That was where I came in, as a member of the CIA’s Special Operations Group. Ivan
didn’t use guns or gangsters, and he never left a trail or trace. He concocted elaborate schemes
— traps that caught his victims unaware and kept them silent. Creative coercions and invisible
operations were his trademarks, his sources of pride and fame.We expected Ivan to strike at the
mayoral candidate through one of two relatives, either his daughter Emily, or his brother Evan.
But that was just a guess. Still, we were thrilled that for once, for the first time, we just might be
one step ahead of The Ghost.“Have you got eyes on him yet?” Oscar asked.Oscar Pincus, my
control back at Langley, was sporadically monitoring the situation via my earpiece. Oscar had
just joined the Agency. A pet placed in a plum role by a new director more concerned with
influence than competence. Oscar and I had both become excited when our electronic
surveillance picked up Evan lying to his office manager about an appointment we knew he didn’t
have. Our hearts really started racing when he slipped away to an apartment on the nineteenth



floor of the luxury residence to which I now clung. Our hope and expectation was that his
clandestine meeting was part of a cleverly construed trap arranged by Ivan. “I made it up to
nineteen. Now I just have to climb over to unit B.”“So that’s a no. Ivan’s finally about to strike, and
we’re blind.” I didn’t reply. I didn’t have time for Oscar right now. My current position was more
than physically precarious. The British government didn’t know I was here. In fact, I’d be screwed
if they found out. Indoctrination into the SOG came with the warning that the US government will
disavow agents to avoid embarrassment. Disavow. What a term. It’s the grown-up equivalent to
shrugging. But then that’s politics, which resembles espionage, in that it revolves around lies.
The difference, incidentally, is that spies don’t smile while lying.I got a grip on the rail of the
nineteenth-floor balcony, and began sliding left, hand to hand. I kept my legs raised out to the
side as I went. That way, the residents of the eighteenth floor wouldn’t see them dangling while
enjoying the view over afternoon tea. It was a clear day, so from that altitude I could see the city
skyscrapers to the south, and the sun reflecting off The Regent’s Park boating lake to the west.
Theoretically, that meant millions of people could see me as well. Good thing I was wearing
gray. With forty meters to cover and not a second to spare, my hands slipped into a familiar
climbing rhythm. Quick but cautious. As a free-solo enthusiast, I was used to climbing without
ropes or tools. The business suit, however, was working against me. It bottled in heat, which
brought on the enemy. It wasn’t only job interviews where sweaty palms could be deadly. The
fresh pigeon poop wasn’t helping either.I’d just rounded the corner when crescendoing screams
from the balcony below shattered the still air. “Oh my God! Oh my God! Oh my God! William!
William!” Looking down as my heart regained its normal rhythm, I saw that the afternoon sun had
cast my shadow in the wrong place at the wrong time. A silver-haired woman stared back at me,
her mouth agape and her eyes bugged wide, watering the floor rather than her geraniums. I
always tried to smile in the face of adversity. In this case the smile was literal. “It’s okay, luv,” I
said, invoking a gentlemanly British accent. “I slipped, but caught myself.”I pulled myself up onto
the balcony above her with a couple of quick, fluid moves, and then peered back over to
reassure her. “No worries. I’m quite safe now, luv.” As I ducked back, I heard her speaking to
somebody. Then an elderly male voice said, “I’m calling the police.” Bloody hell. The response
time to an intruder alert at a posh place like this would be minutes. I dropped to the balcony floor
and began a rapid low-crawl toward unit 19-B. Looking over my right shoulder through the glass
wall of the flat I’d just invaded, I spotted a pigtailed girl playing with colorful figurines. She was
seated facing the kitchen, where her mother was busy chopping vegetables. If her mom looked
up, the police would get another frantic call and I’d likely end up playing aerial hide-and-seek
with a helicopter.I made it to the wall that separated my current location from Evan’s without
drawing her eye. While that was good news, the barrier before me was not. The architect had
made it virtually impossible for even the bold and the brave to use the balconies to hop between
flats. I was going to have to go back over the rail and shimmy along the edge again. But I’d have
to do it between floors nineteen and twenty this time since the couple on eighteen was likely
watching their window, anxiously anticipating more excitement.Still praying that the girl’s mother



wouldn’t look up from her knife, I climbed onto the balcony rail, braced myself with my left hand
against the wall, and mapped out my jump. To reach the lip of the balcony above, I was going to
have to spring up about two feet and back about one. The vertical jeopardy that jump presented
would paralyze most people, but competitive climbers are a different breed. We’re born with the
ability to disconnect the acrophobia circuit and operate in the air as if on the ground. Put another
way, a jump from a ledge is just a jump, if one doesn’t think about the drop.I gave my palms a
good wipe on my thighs. Then I crouched down, breathed deep, and rocketed up, my arms
swinging into it and adding momentum as my legs exploded and my eyes locked on
target. Oscar’s voice sounded in my ear. “Whom were you talking to?”The jolt knocked me off
balance, just a bit, but enough that correcting it cost me power. My grasp came up a quarter-inch
short of the ornamental lip, with my fingertips barely grazing its edge.Now I was thinking about
that drop.As my upward momentum began the rapid transition to a downward plummet, I
seesawed my shoulders, thrusting my right arm up while dipping my left. This practiced move
added precisely two-and-a-quarter inches to my extension, enough to get the last digit of two
fingers over the lip in time. The moment they touched, I cleared my mind of all other thought. I
became those two fingertips, rooting in and holding fast. I remained in that meditative state until
the rest of my body stabilized like a coat hanging from a hook. Then, with a slow and steady
exhale, I brought my thumb up to crimp the hold, and pulled my left arm up beside its twin.“Hold
on, Oscar,” I said, hoping he’d appreciate the need for my focus to be elsewhere. That wasn’t a
given. Oscar had about as much experience in the field as I had managing public relations.
Zero.After a couple of deep breaths, I resumed the hand-to-hand swinging shuffle toward 19-B,
still focusing on my fingers but with my ears also primed for the sound of sirens. A few seconds
later, I swung my legs forward and dropped onto the proper balcony, relieved and ready for more
conventional action.A fortuitous gap in the bedroom’s beige curtains beckoned, and I advanced
with caution. I peered through at waist-level and saw them immediately. Evan and his secret date
were naked on the bed.Bad news. Even in her state of undress, I had no problem identifying the
petite redhead. Sarah Simms was a weather girl at one of the local TV stations. Crap.This wasn’t
Ivan’s trap. There was no leverage here. Evan was divorced, and Sarah had just appeared on
one of the social rags’ Most Eligible lists. “False alarm,” I said to Oscar. “Not a teenage boy?”
Oscar asked.“Or a Mafia wife.”“Drugs?”“I can’t be certain without breaching, but I think we can
assume that Evan is purely testosterone driven. She’s hot. A local weather girl.”“I dated a
weather girl once,” Oscar said. As he continued with a sexual pun, my phone vibrated an alert. I
heard a simultaneous beep on Oscar’s end. “What is it?” I asked him.“Tonight’s the night of
Emily’s big date, right? Her first encounter with the mysterious Andreas she won’t stop talking
about?”“That’s right.”“Well, her phone just went dead.”2ForeplayEMILY YELPED as her cell
phone flew from her grasp and sailed out over the boating lake. Rubbing the back of her hand
while the oblivious bike messenger zipped on to some northwest London business address, she
watched her phone land flat on the still water. For a joyful second, it looked as if it was going to
float, but as Emily plunged in after it like a Labrador chasing a stick, her phone went under. By



the time she’d snatched it from the lake the display had gone blank. Probably not a good sign,
she figured.Still standing thigh-deep in murky water, she pulled off the protective cover and
began shaking it like a maraca, trying to expel water from the speakers and ports, while
passersby looked on sympathetically.“Don’t turn it on!” a red-haired boy of middle-school years
yelled from the path. “Give it a couple of days to dry out first. Maybe you’ll get lucky.”“Bake it on
low in the oven,” his freckled friend added. “That will help.”She gave them a kind nod.
“Thanks.”Would Jen think she’d hung up on her? Emily wondered. Possibly. They’d been at it
again over Andreas. Her best friend had been cautioning her for the hundredth time not to get
her hopes up, while Emily reasserted her certainty that he wouldn’t turn out to be a gold digger
like the others. Emily had argued that Andreas didn’t know her last name. Therefore, he didn’t
know who her father was, and thus he wouldn’t have any ulterior motives. Plus, he just felt
different. He felt perfect — as if he’d been designed with her tastes and interests in mind. In any
case, she’d find out for sure in just a few hours. After two months of online dating, of long emails,
and shared secrets, and rising expectations, they were finally going to meet. She’d been thinking
about little else for weeks.Emily was determined not to let either Jen’s cautionary words or a
ruined phone spoil her mood. Life only gave you so many magical moments. No sense ruining
them with mundane worries. She slipped the phone and cover into her purse, and continued her
walk north across the park toward her favorite grocer. Her soggy sandals slapped the pavement
with each step, while the water soaking her yoga pants slowly worked its way up toward her
crotch. She’d wash both as soon as she got home to get the lake smell out. Her block of flats,
Palace Place, wasn’t nearly as regal as its name, but it did have a nice lobby. Comfortable chairs
in a window alcove. Decent original oils on the walls. Various English seascapes painted by
widow Cooper in 3B. The white cliffs of Dover. The beach at West Wittering. Sunset over the Isle
of Wight. Mrs. Cooper had been updating them over time as her skill increased, and now the
familiar sight of them was as welcoming as a wink and a smile. Emily winced as the shopping
bag shifted while she reached for the handle on the lobby door. The back of her hand was tender
where the messenger’s backpack had whacked it. She hoped it wouldn’t bruise and look ugly for
Andreas.“Let me help you with that,” came a voice from behind as a long arm reached past and
opened the front door. “After you.”For a second Emily thought the gentleman might be Andreas,
his earliness expressing the eagerness she felt. Dressed in a summer-weight gray suit, he was
tall and athletic and about thirty. Check, check, and check. The thick, dark hair wasn’t styled the
same as in her suitor’s profile picture, but hairstyles changed. This man’s eyes were the same
sparkling blue that had captured her attention. He also had the high Slavic cheekbones. The
match was six for six when a distinct chin dimple ruled the gentleman out. She felt a stab of
disappointment, but said, “Thank you.” Emily checked her postbox while he brushed past with a
bow of his head before disappearing up the stairs. She was sure he wasn’t a resident. Probably
Justine’s latest. Emily hoped Justine would see Andreas when he arrived. Let her be the jealous
one for once. The knock came as Emily was putting the last of her purchases in the refrigerator.
Again her mind leapt to an early arrival. She reached for her cell to check the time only to be



greeted by a black screen. The clock on the microwave showed 1:48. Andreas wasn’t due to
pick her up for another four hours. She slipped off her soggy sandals and crept to the
peephole. The man on the other side of the door doffed a chauffeur’s cap with a white-gloved
hand as she darkened the lens. What in the world? Was her father up to something, or more
likely, his slippery campaign manager?She opened the door. “Yes?”“Hello, Emily. I’m Michael.
Andreas sent me.”She wasn’t sure how to respond to that, and Michael continued before she
decided.“I’m afraid he won’t be able to make it this evening.”2ForeplayEMILY YELPED as her
cell phone flew from her grasp and sailed out over the boating lake. Rubbing the back of her
hand while the oblivious bike messenger zipped on to some northwest London business
address, she watched her phone land flat on the still water. For a joyful second, it looked as if it
was going to float, but as Emily plunged in after it like a Labrador chasing a stick, her phone
went under. By the time she’d snatched it from the lake the display had gone blank. Probably not
a good sign, she figured.Still standing thigh-deep in murky water, she pulled off the protective
cover and began shaking it like a maraca, trying to expel water from the speakers and ports,
while passersby looked on sympathetically.“Don’t turn it on!” a red-haired boy of middle-school
years yelled from the path. “Give it a couple of days to dry out first. Maybe you’ll get lucky.”“Bake
it on low in the oven,” his freckled friend added. “That will help.”She gave them a kind nod.
“Thanks.”Would Jen think she’d hung up on her? Emily wondered. Possibly. They’d been at it
again over Andreas. Her best friend had been cautioning her for the hundredth time not to get
her hopes up, while Emily reasserted her certainty that he wouldn’t turn out to be a gold digger
like the others. Emily had argued that Andreas didn’t know her last name. Therefore, he didn’t
know who her father was, and thus he wouldn’t have any ulterior motives. Plus, he just felt
different. He felt perfect — as if he’d been designed with her tastes and interests in mind. In any
case, she’d find out for sure in just a few hours. After two months of online dating, of long emails,
and shared secrets, and rising expectations, they were finally going to meet. She’d been thinking
about little else for weeks.Emily was determined not to let either Jen’s cautionary words or a
ruined phone spoil her mood. Life only gave you so many magical moments. No sense ruining
them with mundane worries. She slipped the phone and cover into her purse, and continued her
walk north across the park toward her favorite grocer. Her soggy sandals slapped the pavement
with each step, while the water soaking her yoga pants slowly worked its way up toward her
crotch. She’d wash both as soon as she got home to get the lake smell out. Her block of flats,
Palace Place, wasn’t nearly as regal as its name, but it did have a nice lobby. Comfortable chairs
in a window alcove. Decent original oils on the walls. Various English seascapes painted by
widow Cooper in 3B. The white cliffs of Dover. The beach at West Wittering. Sunset over the Isle
of Wight. Mrs. Cooper had been updating them over time as her skill increased, and now the
familiar sight of them was as welcoming as a wink and a smile. Emily winced as the shopping
bag shifted while she reached for the handle on the lobby door. The back of her hand was tender
where the messenger’s backpack had whacked it. She hoped it wouldn’t bruise and look ugly for
Andreas.“Let me help you with that,” came a voice from behind as a long arm reached past and



opened the front door. “After you.”For a second Emily thought the gentleman might be Andreas,
his earliness expressing the eagerness she felt. Dressed in a summer-weight gray suit, he was
tall and athletic and about thirty. Check, check, and check. The thick, dark hair wasn’t styled the
same as in her suitor’s profile picture, but hairstyles changed. This man’s eyes were the same
sparkling blue that had captured her attention. He also had the high Slavic cheekbones. The
match was six for six when a distinct chin dimple ruled the gentleman out. She felt a stab of
disappointment, but said, “Thank you.” Emily checked her postbox while he brushed past with a
bow of his head before disappearing up the stairs. She was sure he wasn’t a resident. Probably
Justine’s latest. Emily hoped Justine would see Andreas when he arrived. Let her be the jealous
one for once. The knock came as Emily was putting the last of her purchases in the refrigerator.
Again her mind leapt to an early arrival. She reached for her cell to check the time only to be
greeted by a black screen. The clock on the microwave showed 1:48. Andreas wasn’t due to
pick her up for another four hours. She slipped off her soggy sandals and crept to the
peephole. The man on the other side of the door doffed a chauffeur’s cap with a white-gloved
hand as she darkened the lens. What in the world? Was her father up to something, or more
likely, his slippery campaign manager?She opened the door. “Yes?”“Hello, Emily. I’m Michael.
Andreas sent me.”She wasn’t sure how to respond to that, and Michael continued before she
decided.“I’m afraid he won’t be able to make it this evening.”3Hanging OutEMILY FELT her eyes
start to tear as her heart sank. Not again.Not Andreas too.Every time she got her hopes up, they
were dashed. Every time. Andreas had seemed so different, but Jen had been right. Well, at
least it was a classy letdown. She didn’t know he was wealthy — on top of everything else. More
salt for her wound. “Thanks for letting me know.” The chauffeur didn’t move.Was she supposed
to tip this guy?“Andreas was hoping you could join him instead.”“What?”“He’s stuck out of town.
He’d love you to join him. He’s really been looking forward to meeting you. Honestly, I’ve never
seen him so smitten.”Emily felt her chest reinflate as a smile lifted her cheeks to the sky. “Where
is he?”“About three hours from here. We’ll need to leave right away. The limo is out front.”The
limo is out front. How many times had that phrase passed through her fanciful mind as a
schoolgirl imagining her Prince Charming? What was this guy’s name? Had he said Michael?
Feeling disoriented but brushing aside her own queries for now, she said, “I’m nowhere near
ready. Look at me.”“You look lovely, and besides, you’ll have plenty of time to get yourself
together on the plane.”“The plane?”“Just grab your passport. Andreas has arranged for
everything else.”“What does that mean?” She spoke without thinking, and immediately feared
that she’d sounded rude. In response, Michael just smiled.She began to wonder if the bicycle
messenger had hit her head as well as her hand. Perhaps she was in a coma, dreaming all of
this. If she was, she hoped she’d make it to the happy ending before waking. If she wasn’t, would
she be crazy to consider this extraordinary proposition? She knew what Jen would say. Jen
would bring up all kinds of horror stories about murders and kidnappings. Emily didn’t want to
hear it, but figured she should at least let Jen know what was happening. She’d make it a quick
call.Reaching for her phone, she again remembered the lake. She didn’t have a phone, or even a



number without access to her electronic address book.As she was contemplating this twist to
her unbelievable predicament, Michael raised his left hand, presenting a small pizza box made
of black leather. He held it there for a second to let her suspense build, then he pulled back the
lid to reveal a necklace that glowed like a spring morning. A magnificent golden sun pendant on
a platinum rope. The ends of the rope fed through a large platinum moon clasp, and wrapped
around a matching pair of earrings — a golden sun, and a platinum moon. “Andreas said you’d
know the significance.”She did. It was her favorite line of poetry, a line he’d referenced in one of
their early emails. Tears started streaming down her cheeks as she recited the line. “Tell me the
story about how the Sun loved the Moon so much he died every night to let her breathe.”She
reached out with both hands to lift the necklace from the box, fearing that she was about to pop
the illusion. It was heavier than she’d expected, and by far the most beautiful piece of jewelry
she’d ever touched. Clearly a different caliber from anything else in her modest box. She wasn’t
even certain how to work the fancy clasp.“May I assist you?” Michael asked, holding out his free
hand.“Why don’t you come in,” Emily said, backing into her woefully humble flat. Michael
followed and she turned her back to him, lifting her chestnut ponytail while watching him in the
wall mirror beside the door.“The special clasp makes the length fully adjustable. I think that’s
about right. What do you think?”Emily swapped out her simple gold earrings for the celestial
bodies, and dropped her arms to admire the complete package. “I think it’s perfect. I don’t know
what to say. I really need to change before we go. Although I’m not sure I have anything that will
do them justice.”“That’s all been taken care of.”Overwhelmed by the situation, she again spoke
without thinking. “How is that possible? Andreas and I talked about a lot of things, but my dress
size wasn’t one of them.”“Your shoe size either, I expect, but then Andreas is a resourceful man.
We really do need to be going.”Emily didn’t want to get too analytical for fear she’d ruin
everything. She had a choice to make. A simple yes or no decision, and yet as complicated as
any she’d made. She felt stuck and was frustrated with her own indecisiveness when the back of
her mind kicked out a trick her mother had taught her way back when. The right move became
obvious when framed with the right question. She asked herself what she would be feeling an
hour from now, if she said no. “Give me two minutes to slip on some dry jeans.”3Hanging
OutEMILY FELT her eyes start to tear as her heart sank. Not again. Not Andreas too. Every time
she got her hopes up, they were dashed. Every time. Andreas had seemed so different, but Jen
had been right. Well, at least it was a classy letdown. She didn’t know he was wealthy — on top
of everything else. More salt for her wound. “Thanks for letting me know.” The chauffeur didn’t
move.Was she supposed to tip this guy?“Andreas was hoping you could join him
instead.”“What?”“He’s stuck out of town. He’d love you to join him. He’s really been looking
forward to meeting you. Honestly, I’ve never seen him so smitten.”Emily felt her chest reinflate as
a smile lifted her cheeks to the sky. “Where is he?”“About three hours from here. We’ll need to
leave right away. The limo is out front.”The limo is out front. How many times had that phrase
passed through her fanciful mind as a schoolgirl imagining her Prince Charming? What was this
guy’s name? Had he said Michael? Feeling disoriented but brushing aside her own queries for



now, she said, “I’m nowhere near ready. Look at me.”“You look lovely, and besides, you’ll have
plenty of time to get yourself together on the plane.”“The plane?”“Just grab your passport.
Andreas has arranged for everything else.”“What does that mean?” She spoke without thinking,
and immediately feared that she’d sounded rude. In response, Michael just smiled.She began to
wonder if the bicycle messenger had hit her head as well as her hand. Perhaps she was in a
coma, dreaming all of this. If she was, she hoped she’d make it to the happy ending before
waking. If she wasn’t, would she be crazy to consider this extraordinary proposition? She knew
what Jen would say. Jen would bring up all kinds of horror stories about murders and
kidnappings. Emily didn’t want to hear it, but figured she should at least let Jen know what was
happening. She’d make it a quick call.Reaching for her phone, she again remembered the lake.
She didn’t have a phone, or even a number without access to her electronic address book.As
she was contemplating this twist to her unbelievable predicament, Michael raised his left hand,
presenting a small pizza box made of black leather. He held it there for a second to let her
suspense build, then he pulled back the lid to reveal a necklace that glowed like a spring
morning. A magnificent golden sun pendant on a platinum rope. The ends of the rope fed
through a large platinum moon clasp, and wrapped around a matching pair of earrings — a
golden sun, and a platinum moon. “Andreas said you’d know the significance.”She did. It was her
favorite line of poetry, a line he’d referenced in one of their early emails. Tears started streaming
down her cheeks as she recited the line. “Tell me the story about how the Sun loved the Moon so
much he died every night to let her breathe.”She reached out with both hands to lift the necklace
from the box, fearing that she was about to pop the illusion. It was heavier than she’d expected,
and by far the most beautiful piece of jewelry she’d ever touched. Clearly a different caliber from
anything else in her modest box. She wasn’t even certain how to work the fancy clasp.“May I
assist you?” Michael asked, holding out his free hand.“Why don’t you come in,” Emily said,
backing into her woefully humble flat. Michael followed and she turned her back to him, lifting her
chestnut ponytail while watching him in the wall mirror beside the door.“The special clasp makes
the length fully adjustable. I think that’s about right. What do you think?”Emily swapped out her
simple gold earrings for the celestial bodies, and dropped her arms to admire the complete
package. “I think it’s perfect. I don’t know what to say. I really need to change before we go.
Although I’m not sure I have anything that will do them justice.”“That’s all been taken care
of.”Overwhelmed by the situation, she again spoke without thinking. “How is that possible?
Andreas and I talked about a lot of things, but my dress size wasn’t one of them.”“Your shoe size
either, I expect, but then Andreas is a resourceful man. We really do need to be going.”Emily
didn’t want to get too analytical for fear she’d ruin everything. She had a choice to make. A
simple yes or no decision, and yet as complicated as any she’d made. She felt stuck and was
frustrated with her own indecisiveness when the back of her mind kicked out a trick her mother
had taught her way back when. The right move became obvious when framed with the right
question. She asked herself what she would be feeling an hour from now, if she said no. “Give
me two minutes to slip on some dry jeans.”
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Ebook Library Reader, “Full of excitement. Fast moving action. Good plot. Adventurous. Will read
other books by this author.”

M A Martin, “CHASING IVAN: You must read this book before you read the rest. Meet Kyle
Achilles, former Olympic biathlete now a CIA agent.The novella Chasing Ivan is a prequel to the
Achilles (he has always been called by his last name) series. In this novella three things happen,
we find Achilles engaged in his final special op as a CIA agent, we meet a french woman named
Josephine Monfort, who is also a CIA agent and who is ordered to partner with Achilles in this
assignment, and we meet “Ivan the Ghost,” assumed to be Russian and who is a criminal
mastermind.Jo Monfort lives in France and is the daughter of con artists who taught her their
skills, which she used successfully until she decided she wanted to be legit. Ivan the Ghost is
“so skilled in the art of invisibility that his very existence was in doubt.” He operates outside the
law and beyond apprehension, because no one has ever seen his face. He is unidentifiable by
any means other than his ability to put together criminal plans that no one can seem to
outwit.This novel is set in the playground of the rich and famous, the principality of Monaco
during the Monaco Yacht Show. Social media offers up the means for Ivan to enter the world of
British politics.A young woman, the estranged daughter of a leading candidate for Mayor of
London, is enticed by a man she meets online, then, when she is finally scheduled to meet him,
she is provided with the appropriate apparel to wear, including a very special necklace, and is
taken by limo to the airport where she is flown to Monaco. Once there, her father’s candidacy is
hijacked, and, for the first time, Achilles actually sees Ivan and almost captures him.This is only
a part of my full review, which you can read where the 3-book set is offered. I strongly
recommend these books.”

Mrshagrid, “Introduction to Kyle Achilles. This was an interesting prequel and has me looking
forward to a full-length novel featuring Kyle Achilles. I like the background of the character. .
Former Olympian sharpshooter and exceptional free form rock climber. I also like his integrity
and look forward to seeing where it leads him.”

RARowland, Cincinnati reviewer, “Good read. I liked it.. This was a fun read. I’ve just begun to
follow this writer and realize he is very prolific, so intend to stay with him for a while.I don’t re tell
story lines in my reviews. Instead, I focus on plot, character development, rising action, falling
action, anti climax where apparent and resolution. I also do not read other reviewers reviews
because if I want a synopsis of the read before I select it, I will read the fly leaf, or editor’s notes.I
liked the plot very much. It kept me interested from page one to page last. I purposefully put the
book down from time to time to see if I needed to re read passages/pages in order to recall
where I left off. I was able to recall what had happened which translated to me as good plot
development.The characters, both protagonist and antagonist were well developed. The good



guy was an excellent investigator and the antagonist was crafty. The poor victim was incredulous
insofar as the intentions of the antagonist. The action flowed right up the end without any “filler”,
i.e., the writer did not run out of ideas of where next to take the story or the action. The anti
climax was clever and the resolution was fitting. This was a piece of intelligent writing.I
recommend not only this book, but also the writer to those who have not read him as yet.”

Rene, “credible action and good dialogues. The thing is that he really studies .... My third Tim
Tigner book in two weeks. Bought it last night and finished it within 24 hours. Couldn't stop
reading. Full of suspense, fast pacing, well developed characters, credible action and good
dialogues. The thing is that he really studies deeply into the technology that he "invents: for his
books and this makes it believable. Also, the actions by his lead characters, such as scaling
buildings, are realistic and can only be written by w writer who dug deep into the experiences of
rock climbers. The type of research mainly found by other master writers such as Fredrick
Forsyth. I have been reading through some of the one star comments from other reviewers and
don't agree at all. His books are exiting and original. The dialogues and quotes are brilliant. As
an example the conversations by radio communication between Achilles and his (political
appointee) boss in the CIA. I can only wonder, "where have you been Tim Tigner?". In the same
genre, I have read all the books from Cooper, David Ignatius, Brad Thor, Robert Ludlum, Lee
Child, David Baldacchi, etc and suddenly, through a referral, pops up Tim Tigner. What a
pleasure to have found a new original and exiting writer. A pity that, at this pace, I will read
through this entire repetoir in the coming ten days or so. Let's hope that Tim will continues
writing. Also, I bet, it won't take much time before we will see the first movies based on his
characters. They're totally believable.”

Jimmy D, “Ivan the Ghost - - a page turner if there ever was one!. The bad guy in this novel is
Ivan the Ghost, the most masterful criminal in the world. No one knows who he is, and Achilles
is determined to find him and take him off the world scene. Ivan has access to a drone capable
of picking up people, and holding them for ransom, if they don't pay they get dropped. A new
twist in spy/criminal novels, a machine capable of doing that task. Achilles teams up with a
former CIA operative who is French, they have a background in a previous book, in that they
were also close to capturing Ivan who always seems to be one step ahead of all of the world's
law enforcement organizations, FBI, Interpol, MI-6 etc, including them. This book begins two
years after they failed to apprehend the Ghost. It is a page turner, the scenes in Moscow are
realistic, having lived and worked in Moscow for two years in the 80's Tigner's grasp of life in the
city is remarkable. Later the scene shifts from Mockba to the French gold coast in the south of
the country - - the Riveria. The Ghost soon seems to have the world in the palm of his hand, and
money beyond ones wildest dreams.  Buy this novel to see how it all plays out.”

Mrs. Bruce, “The hero is a cross between James Bond and Superman!. I hesitated between 3



and 4 stars for this book, partly because it was so short (and endedat 92% anyway). However,
as the cover DID point out it was a novella, I am being fair andgoing for 4 stars. I would not pay
the full price for it, however.In a way, I think the author didn't do himself any favours by making
the story so short as it couldalmost certainly have been turned into a full length book. I gave
"Flash" 5 stars and it was anexcellent fast-paced adventure (different characters), so if you don't
enjoy this book, give that onea try.Kyle Achilles is a CIA man tasked with killing Ivan - a clever
criminal who has evaded capture for years.My biggest gripe with the plot was that I could not
believe that any girl would be even tempted to go offwith a stranger to have dinner with another
man she had only corresponded with on the internet - especiallywhen he said "bring your
passport". Really?? I know this was essential for the plot, but I just found it unbelievable.That
apart, as it was an thriller, I could accept Achilles was a cross between James Bond and
Superman!I would read more books by this author.”

Paul Tipping, “Film writers could learn from this author!. Firstly, this is a novella – I hate novellas!
They do not give you time to grow to like the characters.Secondly, this is such a well-written
book with hidden skills from the protagonist that are proved to be transportable from civilian life
to a spy's life. There is just enough meat to know the characters. The whole plot is set in the jet-
set lifestyle, and yet little anchors keep the reader grounded in the life of the “hoi polloi” you can
live vicariously through the lovable and gullible 20 something prisoner. The story leads you
through just one day in the life of a CIA spy and the bull**** he has to put up with from
deskbound politicos, even when he is up to his neck in the doo doo!This author knows how to
formulate protagonists and get you onside with them. I shall be reading more of the Achilles
series. As I said at the beginning I hate all novellas EXCEPT ONE!”

Ebook Library Reader, “It's more believable the most of the gender,. A good tale well told, I liked
the writing style, the characters and will look out for more by Tim Tiger. I enjoyed the action
scene description and found it all plausible. There are loads and loads of rogue agent yarns with
corrupt/useless bosses and I generally don't bother, writing them off as samey, but I'd put this
above the norm, certainly better than Custler. Yes I'd like to see more of Jo and Kyle”

The book by Elle James has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 1,666 people have provided feedback.
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